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Interim Class Counsel for Direct Purchaser Plaintiffs 
 
 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

IN RE CAPACITORS ANTITRUST LITIGATION 
 
THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO: ALL DIRECT 
PURCHASER ACTIONS 
 

Master File No. 3:14-cv-03264-JD 
 
DECLARATION OF JOSEPH R. SAVERI 
IN SUPPORT OF DIRECT PURCHASER 
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR FINAL 
APPROVAL OF PROPOSED 
SETTLEMENTS WITH DEFENDANTS 
FUJITSU LIMITED, NEC TOKIN, 
NITSUKO, THE OKAYA DEFENDANTS, 
AND ROHM 
 
 

 
I, Joseph R. Saveri, declare as follows: 

1. I am a member in good standing of the California bar and founder and partner of the 

Joseph Saveri Law Firm, Inc., Interim Lead Class Counsel (“Lead Class Counsel”) for Direct Purchaser 

Plaintiffs (“DPPs” or the “Class”). I submit this Declaration in Support of Direct Purchaser Plaintiffs’ 

Motion for Final Approval of Proposed Settlements (“Motion”) with Defendants Fujitsu Limited 

(“Fujitsu”); NEC TOKIN Corporation and NEC TOKIN America, Inc. (“NEC TOKIN”); Nitsuko 

Electronics Corporation (“Nitsuko”); Okaya Electric Industries Co., Ltd. and Okaya Electric America, 
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DECLARATION OF JOSEPH R. SAVERI ISO DPPS’ MOTION FOR FINAL APPROVAL 

Inc. (the “Okaya Defendants”); and ROHM Co., Ltd.; and ROHM Semiconductor U.S.A., LLC 

(“ROHM” and, collectively, the “Settling Defendants”). I have personal knowledge of the facts set 

forth in this Declaration, and if called as a witness, could and would testify competently to them. 

2. Lead Class Counsel have extensive experience handling class actions, antitrust cases and 

other complex litigation from inception through trials and appeals. We have represented DPPs since the 

commencement of this litigation, conducted an in-depth investigation into the factual and legal issues 

raised in this action both before and after filing the case, and litigated the case efficiently and effectively 

for over two and a half years.  

3. Since the inception of the case, DPPs have devoted significant effort to obtaining 

complete and accurate production of transaction-level sales data concerning sales impacted by 

Defendants’ anticompetitive conduct. This information has been analyzed extensively, including for 

purposes of estimating damages and for settlement purposes. 

The Settlements are Fair, Reasonable, and Adequate 

4. The Settlement Agreements with each of the five Settling Defendants required extensive 

arm’s-length settlement discussions, and extensive negotiations of settlements terms and settlement 

documentation. The negotiations with respect to each settlement occurred separately between me and 

their law firms, some of the most experienced lawyers and prestigious law firms in the United States. 

5. I personally negotiated each of the Settlement Agreements. In the course of doing so, I 

sought the advice of experienced counsel working at my direction on this case on the DPPs’ behalf 

(“Class Counsel”). I negotiated these Settlement Agreements on an informed basis after having 

analyzed the key evidence relating to each Settling Defendants, the legal theories in support of DPPs’ 

claims, and applicable defenses and arguments against them. Based on the transactional sales data 

Defendants produced, I have evaluated the each Defendant’s sales during the relevant period, and other 

information specific to a Settling Defendant relating to DPPs claims against them. 

6. As Lead Class Counsel, I endorse the Settlements as fair, adequate and reasonable. 

Though I cannot speak for the Settling Defendants’ counsel, I believe that experienced counsel would 

not have advised their clients to accept the Settlement Agreements if they were anything other than fair, 

adequate, and reasonable.  
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7. In my experience negotiating settlements in antitrust cartel cases, as well as other 

antitrust and other class actions, defendants ordinarily seek a release of all class members’ claims in 

exchange for the payment of settlement funds. This is a fundamental condition of each of the 

Settlement Agreements. It is my experience that a release of anything less than all class members’ 

claims is less desirable to settling defendants and would reduce the amount of money they are willing to 

pay to settle, if they even would be willing to settle at all.  

8. Taken together the settlements provide for the payment of $32,600,000 in cash and for 

significant non-monetary benefits, including ongoing assistance in the prosecution of this litigation 

against the Non-Settling Defendants. These are the first settlements in this action. Even were they not 

the first, these settlements would constitute a substantial benefit for the benefit of the DPP class. They 

represent an outstanding result when compared to settlements of similar antitrust litigation in this 

District, and in other federal courts throughout the United States. As first settlements, they also provide 

a significant benefit as they will encourage other settlements and the speedy resolution of these claims.   

9. Based on DPPs’ analysis of the Defendants’ transactional data relating to their U.S. 

capacitors sales during the relevant period, Defendants’ total U.S. sales of capacitors during the relevant 

period is approximately $ 7 billion. Non-Settling Defendants account for less than 1% of the commerce 

affected by Defendants’ cartel. 

10. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement 

with Fujitsu. This Settlement Agreement was previously filed with the Court in connection with DPPs’ 

Motion for Preliminary Approval of these five Settlements. See Dkt. 1298-2. Under this Settlement 

Agreement, Fujitsu has agreed to pay $2,000,000 to resolve the claims of the Direct Purchaser Plaintiff 

class into the Settlement Fund within twenty business days after the Court’s order granting the 

Preliminary Approval Motion. Ex. A at ¶ 12. Based on Fujitsu’s document production and 

representations to DPPs’ counsel, the total volume of direct capacitors sales to the U.S. by Fujitsu’s 

subsidiaries (through which Fujitsu sold capacitors) did not exceed $200,000 during the relevant time 

period. Thus, Fujitsu’s settlement payment represents 1,000% (10 times) its sales during the relevant 

time period. Moreover, Fujitsu agreed to cooperate with DPPs in its continuing claims against the non-
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settling Defendants, including providing declarations and witnesses in connection with any future 

briefings on class certification, dispositive motion practice, or trial. See id at ¶ 13. 

11. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement 

with NEC TOKIN Corporation and NEC TOKIN America (together, “NEC TOKIN”). This 

Settlement Agreement was previously filed with the Court in connection with DPPs’ Motion for 

Preliminary Approval of these five Settlements. See Dkt. 1298-3. NEC TOKIN has agreed to pay a total 

settlement amount of $24,000,000. Ex. B at ¶ 19. NEC TOKIN agreed that it would pay $4,000,000 

into the Settlement Fund on or before July 29, 2016, $200,000 of which shall be available immediately 

thereafter for reimbursement of such costs, fees, and expenses related to the provision of notice to the 

Settlement Class Members. See id. at ¶¶ 19-20. NEC TOKIN has already made both of these payments. 

NEC TOKIN has agreed to make additional payments into the Settlement Fund as follows: (a) $5 

million on or before May 15, 2017; (b) $5 million on or before May 15, 2018; (c) $5 million on or before 

May 15, 2019; and (d) $5 million on or before December 31, 2019. See id at ¶ 19. 

12. The Settlement with NEC TOKIN was reached following a mediation facilitated by 

Hon. Layn Phillips (Ret.) 

13. As additional consideration, NEC TOKIN has agreed to cooperate with Plaintiffs in the 

further prosecution of their claims against the Non-Settling Defendants. NEC TOKIN will make up to 

six current employees available for interview by Plaintiffs for deposition and for testimony at hearings or 

trials. NEC TOKIN will also encourage up to six former employees to make themselves available for 

interview by Plaintiffs for deposition and for testimony at hearings or trials. See id., at ¶ 22.  

14. Finally, NEC TOKIN will provide declarations consistent with the declarants’ belief as 

to the relevant facts as requested by DPPs regarding additional topics (e.g., liability, impact, damages, 

class certification, admissibility/foundation). See id., at ¶ 22. 

15. In connection with its criminal guilty plea, NEC TOKIN has represented that its sales of 

tantalum electrolytic capacitors in the United States from April 2002 to December 2013 were $51.1 

million. See Dkt. 1298-6 at 4. Thus, NEC TOKIN’s settlement payment represents approximately 47% 

of its sales during the relevant time period. 
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16. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement 

with Nitsuko Electronics Corporation. Nitsuko has agreed to pay a total amount of $1,100,000. This 

Settlement Agreement was previously filed with the Court in connection with DPPs’ Motion for 

Preliminary Approval of these five Settlements. See Dkt. 1298-8. Nitsuko agreed to pay $100,000 into 

the Settlement Fund within thirty calendar days after the Court’s order granting the Preliminary 

Approval Motion, which amount shall be available immediately thereafter for reimbursement of such 

costs, fees, and expenses related to the provision of notice to the Settlement Class Members. See Ex. C 

at ¶ 19. Nitsuko has agreed to additional payments into the Settlement Fund as follows: within 30 

calendar days after the day its settlement becomes effective (the “Effective Date”), Nitsuko shall pay 

$450,000; within 365 calendar days after the Effective Date, Nitsuko shall pay $350,000; within 427 

calendar days after the Effective Date, Nitsuko shall pay $200,000. See id. at ¶¶ 19-20. Nitsuko has not 

yet made any of these payments.  

17. As additional consideration, Nitsuko has agreed to cooperate with Plaintiffs in the further 

prosecution of their claims against the Non-Settling Defendants. Nitsuko has agreed to produce to 

Plaintiffs documents concerning (a) JFC meetings attended by Nitsuko, including meeting minutes and 

notes from attendees, and emails concerning JFC meetings; (b) documents that it has provided to U.S. 

and foreign law enforcement authorities; and (c) English language translations of foreign language 

documents that it provided to the U.S. Department of Justice within fifteen (15) business days after the 

Preliminary Approval by the Court of this Agreement. See Ex. C at ¶ 21. Additionally, Nitsuko agreed to 

make available two certain agreed-upon Nitsuko employees for depositions, and agreed to provide 

assistance reasonably necessary to establish the foundation for and admissibility of documents Nitsuko 

has produced in this Action or pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. See id. 

18. Nitsuko has represented to DPPs that its sales of capacitors to U.S. purchasers during the 

relevant time period are less than $100,000. Thus, Nitsuko’s settlement payment represents 

approximately 1,100% of its sales during the relevant time period. 

19. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement 

with Okaya Electric Industries Co., Ltd. and Okaya Electric America, Inc. (together, “Okaya”). This 

Settlement Agreement was previously filed with the Court in connection with DPPs’ Motion for 
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Preliminary Approval of these five Settlements. See Dkt. 1298-9. Okaya has agreed to pay a total of 

$3,650,000. Okaya has agreed to pay $100,000 into the Settlement Fund within thirty calendar days 

after the Court’s order granting the Preliminary Approval Motion, which amount shall be available 

immediately thereafter for reimbursement of such costs, fees, and expenses related to the provision of 

notice to the Settlement Class Members. See Ex. D at ¶ 19. Okaya has agreed to pay $3,550,000 into the 

Settlement Fund in one lump sum payment within thirty calendar days after the Effective Date as 

defined in the Settlement Agreement. Id. Okaya has already made their lump sum payment.  

20. As additional consideration, Okaya has agreed to cooperate with DPPs in the further 

prosecution of their claims against the Non-Settling Defendants. Okaya has provided DPPs (a) certain 

documents concerning various cartel meetings, including, without limitation, “JFC” and “JEITA” 

meetings; (b) documents that it has provided to U.S. and foreign law enforcement authorities; and (c) 

English language translations of foreign language documents that it provided to the U.S. Department of 

Justice. See Ex. D at ¶¶ 23-24. In addition, Okaya has agreed to provide an oral proffer of testimony, and 

have agreed to provide a declaration or affidavit in lieu of testifying at a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition for 

purposes of DPPs’ motion for class certification. See id. at ¶ 25. Okaya has also agreed to make two 

employees available for deposition, and to produce to testify at trial one witness in their employ 

regarding the Okaya Defendants’ participation in JFC and JEITA meetings, and to provide 

authentication and foundation for documents to be used in connection with the prosecution of the case 

against the Non-Settling Defendants. See id. at ¶¶ 26-27. 

21. Okaya has represented to DPPs that the total amount of capacitors that Okaya made to 

U.S. purchasers from 2002 to 2014 was approximately $11 million. Thus, Okaya’s settlement payment 

represents approximately 33% of its U.S. sales during the relevant time period. 

22. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement 

with ROHM Co., Ltd. and ROHM Semiconductor U.S.A., LLC (together, “ROHM”). This Settlement 

Agreement was previously filed with the Court in connection with DPPs’ Motion for Preliminary 

Approval of these five Settlements. See Dkt. 1298-10. ROHM agreed to pay $1,850,000 within thirty 

days following the execution of its settlement agreement. See Ex. E at ¶ 12. ROHM has already made 

this payment.  
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23. ROHM also agreed to cooperate with Plaintiffs in the further prosecution of their claims 

against the non-settling Defendants. ROHM has agreed to provide an initial attorney proffer lasting two 

business days, during which counsel will describe the facts developed through its worldwide 

investigation of its conduct. See Ex. E at ¶ 22. ROHM agreed to make up to two current employees 

available for interview, deposition, and testimony at hearings or trials. ROHM agreed to make available 

employees and/or representatives to establish the foundational requirements for admitting relevant 

ROHM business records at trial, and to provide up to a total of two current employees as witnesses at 

trial. See id. ROHM has also agreed to provide declarations, if requested, consistent with the declarants’ 

belief concerning additional topics such as liability, impact, damages, class certification, and the 

admissibility of evidence. See id. 

24. DPPs estimate the total amount of capacitors that ROHM made to U.S. customers 

during the relevant time period was approximately $7 million. Thus, ROHM’s settlement payment 

represents approximately 26.4% of its sales during the relevant time period. 

25. The settlement agreements all have similar release provisions. Exs. A at ¶¶ 9-10; B at ¶ 

12; C at ¶ 12; D at ¶ 12; E at ¶ 12. The also each have options for the respecting Settling Defendants to 

rescind their settlement agreements under certain conditions. The dollar amount triggering rescission 

rights is different for each Settling Defendant. 

26. As provided in the respective settlement agreements, these settlements do not resolve or 

compromise any claims against the non-Settling Defendants. Settling Defendants sales are not removed 

for purposes of asserting joint and several or derivative liability against any non-Settling Defendant. See 

Exs. A at ¶ 25; B at ¶ 18; C at ¶ 18; D at ¶ 18; E at ¶ 18. This means that even though the Non-Settling 

Defendants account for 99% of the actionable commerce, they are jointly and severally liable for unlawful 

conduct relating to 100% of the commerce in the case. 

Notice to the Settlement Class 

27. Cognizant of the Court’s statements during the October 14, 2016 preliminary approval 

hearing that the Court wanted as many Class members as possible receive Claim Forms, Lead Class 

Counsel have made efforts beyond what is normally undertaken or required in comparable cases. Lead 

Class Counsel has undertaken additional steps than what is required by Due Process, Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, 
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and this Court’s Order Granting Preliminary Approval (Dkt. No. 1455 “Preliminary Approval Order”) 

to ensure that notice to all potential Settlement Class members is disseminated as thoroughly as 

reasonably possible. 

28. Counsel, working closely with their consultants, have identified approximately 2,300 

Class members based on transaction data produced by Defendants, from communications from class 

members, from publically available sources and other means. 

29. Immediately following the parties’ November 10, 2016 preliminary approval hearing, 

Lead Class Counsel directed claims administrator Rust Consulting, Inc. (“Rust”) to implement the 

notice program pursuant to the Preliminary Approval Order. Lead Class Counsel has been monitoring 

the notice process closely to ensure that as many Class members as possible receive notice of the 

Settlements and to address inquiries and issues as they arise. It is my opinion that the notice program 

approved by the Court has been implemented in compliance with Rule 23 and consistent with Due 

Process. 

30. As set forth in the concurrently filed declaration of Rust’s Kendall S. Zylstra, Lead Class 

Counsel instructed Rust to follow up on any notices or claim forms to Class members returned as 

undeliverable. If Rust was unable to identify a follow-up address through skip-tracing and Internet 

research, staff from my firm personally telephoned entities to obtain updated information. 

31. Attorneys at my firm have responded to class member inquiries and have reached out 

Class members, including approximately the largest roughly 200 Class members. This group of the 

largest Class members would receive a settlement payment of approximately $10,000 or greater were all 

Class members to participate in the Settlements. Among other things, we have answered questions 

regarding the claims process, the terms of the Settlements, and the procedural history of the litigation 

and directed them to the settlement website. Based on telephone conversations and written 

correspondence received by Rust or my firm, many of the largest Class members either have submitted 

or have indicated that they will submit claim forms prior to the deadline to do so. 

32. Despite Rust’s and Lead Class Counsel’s best efforts, however, there are approximately 

94 Class members whose notices and claim forms have been returned as undeliverable, and for which 

updated contact information is unavailable.  
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33. During the claims submission period, Lead Class Counsel learned that a number of Class 

members identified through Defendants’ transactional data may have gone out of business, filed for 

bankruptcy, or had their claims sold to businesses that invest in remnant assets. To date, Lead Class 

Counsel have communicated with two firms having large remnant asset portfolios. Lead Class Counsel 

has also communicated with a bankruptcy trustee. The claims held by the foregoing entities may explain 

the high return rate for the initial claim form mailing. Lead Class Counsel is now working with these 

firms to identify any claims to which they may be entitled.  

34. As of the date of this Declaration, neither Lead Class Counsel nor Rust have received 

any objections or opt-out notices. The number of claims received has risen steadily over time. 

Form of Judgment 

35. Attached hereto as Exhibits F, G, H, I, and J are draft Final Judgments for each of the 

Settling Defendants. The Settling Defendants earlier received a draft of the Final Judgment. DPPs 

anticipate filing with the Court Final Judgments similar to Exhibits F, G, H, I, and J soon after the 

Court’s order on Final Approval, should it be granted. 

 

I declare that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed in San Francisco, California on this 31st 

day of January, 2017. 

 

 By:  /s/ Joseph R. Saveri  
Joseph R. Saveri  
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